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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the following vector differential system
d2 z dz
« s F z , t q g z , t 1.1 .  .  .2 dtdt
 q.for small values of « « ª 0 subject to the Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions
z 0, « s a , z 1, « s b , 1.2 .  .  .
where z, a , b , and g are n-dimensional real vector-valued functions and
 .F z, t is an n = n matrix-valued function.
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 .  .The vector Dirichlet problem 1.1 ] 1.2 was considered by many
 w x .authors see 11 for reference to the extensive literature . Under the
assumption that there exists an n-dimensional vector-valued function
 .  .  .  .  .f z, t such that F z, t s = f z, t , the asymptotic analyses for 1.1 ] 1.2z
  ..always start with investigation of the reduced system let « s 0 in 1.1
dz
F z , t q g z , t s 0. 1.3 .  .  .
dt
 .  .If there exists a continuous solution z t to the reduced system 1.3 such
  . .that the real parts of the eigenvalues of F z t , t are nonzero, then by
w x  .  .using O'Malley construction 1 , the asymptotic solutions of 1.1 ] 1.2 that
exhibit a boundary layer at one or both endpoints can be constructed in
the form
z t , « s z t , « q P z t , « q P z t , « , 1.4 .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 1
 .where the stretched variables are t s tr« and t s t y 1 r« . Especially,0 1
  . .  .  .   . .if F z t , t is stable unstable , then P z t , « s 0 P z t , « s 0 ,1 1 0 0
 .  w x.   . .1.4 will be a single layer solution cf. 3, 5, 10 ; if F z t , t is condition-
 wally stable, then solutions exhibit boundary layers at both endpoints cf. 3,
x.5, 9, 11, 13 . In fact, the assumption of ``vector potential'' is not necessary.
w xIn 14 , the authors removed this assumption and also obtained a uniformly
 .valid boundary layer solution in the form of 1.4 for the singularly
 .  .perturbed Dirichlet problem 1.1 ] 1.2 .
 .Yet if F z, t is a singular matrix of constant rank, the formal asymp-
totic solution will change its structure and a new phenomenon, the
``multi-layer'' solution, will appear.
Now let us see an example.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the linear singularly perturbed second order
vector Dirichlet problem
d2 d2 4 3 4x x x
« s q3 32 y y y /  /  /y y3 y y2 /  /dtdt 2 2
1.5 .
x 0, « x 1, «1 0 .  .
s , s .1 1y /  / /  /y 0, « y 1, « .  .2 2
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A straightforward calculation shows that for « sufficiently small, we have
x t , « y2 . y1y1r« ytr«s e y 1 y1 q e .  . 3 / /y t , « . 2
y1y1r « 1r «’ ’q e y e .
1y1r « tr « 1r « ytr «’ ’ ’ ’= e y 2 e q 2 y e e .  . 1y /2
y2 2 1yt r« ytr «’; q e q e3 3 1y y /  /  /2 2 2
2  ty1.r «’ ’q e q O « . 1.6 . . /y1
2 4 .In this example, F z, t s is a matrix of constant rank 1. /y3r2 y3
3 x q 4 y .y1 and 0 are two eigenvalues of F; g z, t s . For the first /y 3r2 x y 2 y .
y2 .order asymptotic solutions, the outer solution is z t s . Note that0  /3r2
2 yt .except for one ``ordinary'' boundary layer P z t s e at the left0  /y3r2
 .endpoint t s 0 with the stretched variable t s tr« as expected , another
1 yt 0 ’ .layer p z t s e at t s 0 with stretched variable t s tr «0 0 0 /y1r2
2 t1 .appears. Also there exists a boundary layer p z t s e at the right1 1  /y1
’ .endpoint t s 1 with stretched variable t s t y 1 r « . Hence for «1
sufficiently small, we have
’z t , « s z t q p z t q P z t q p z t q O « . 1.7 .  .  .  .  .  . .0 0 0 0 1 1
 .By 1.7 we find that more than one layer appears at the left endpoint.
 .  .Comparing 1.7 with 1.4 , we call such a phenomenon a ``multi-layer''
 .phenomenon at t s 0 and call 1.6 the ``multi-layer'' solution for Dirichlet
 .problem 1.5 .
By a ``multi-layer solution'' we mean an asymptotic solution which
consists of more than one layer with different stretched variables at a
certain endpoint.
w x  .  .In 15 , the author studied the Dirichlet problem 1.1 for F z, t a
 .singular matrix of constant rank and independent of z, say F t , and got a
multi-layer solution. Under the assumption of vector potential and by
w xemploying the modified O'Malley construction, in 16 the author studied
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 .1.1 subject to special form boundary conditions
dz 0, « dz 1, « .  .
z 0, « s a , « a q b s b , .
dt dt
I 0kwhere a s , a q b s I , and also got the multi-layer solutions inn /0 0
 .the form of 1.7 .
 .For the second order perturbed quasilinear system 1.1 , the correspond-
 .ing reduced system 1.3 is in fact a differential algebraic system because of
 . w xthe singularity of the matrix F z, t . By the ideas in 2 , we naturally relate
 .the change in structure of the asymptotic solutions of 1.1 to the index of
 .the corresponding reduced system 1.3 . According to the definition of the
w x  .index for the differential algebraic system in 7 , if F z, t is a nonsingular
 .matrix, then the reduced system 1.3 is a differential algebraic system with
index zero, a first order ordinary differential system. For this case, we call
 .  .1.1 a singularly perturbed system. Yet if F z, t is a singular matrix with
 .rank nonzero, the reduced system 1.3 will be a differential algebraic
 .system with index G1. Then we call system 1.1 a singular singularly
perturbed system. We will see that it is just the index of the reduced system
that determines the structure and construction of the asymptotic solutions.
 .For the second order quasilinear vector system 1.1 , if the corresponding
reduced system is a differential algebraic system of index at least 1, then
multi-layer solution may appear.
In this paper, we remove the assumption of a vector potential for
 .  .  .F z, t and study the multi-layer solutions for 1.1 ] 1.2 under the main
assumption
w x  .H1 . F z, t has n eigen¨alues with negati¨ e real parts. It also has ay
 .null space spanned by n linear independent eigen¨ectors n q n s n .0 y 0
 .By this assumption we know that F z, t is a matrix of constant rank n .y
w xThis assumption also rules out the existence of turning points. By H1 , we
 .rewrite F z, t in the subblock form
F F H11 11F z , t s , .  /KF KF H11 11
y1 y1 wwhere H [ F F , K [ F F . Then the n = n matrix F I q11 12 21 11 y y 11
x w y1 y1 xHK s F I q F F F F will be nontrivial and have all the n11 11 12 21 11 y
 .  . n w xstable eigenvalues of F z, t for all z, t g R = 0, 1 . For convenience,
x nywe denote z s by x g R .y /
w x w xUnder assumption H1 and assumption H2 in Section 2 that ensure
 .that the reduced system 1.3 is a differential algebraic system of index 1,
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we will construct the formal asymptotic multi-layer solution in the form
z t , m s z t , m q p z t , m q P z t , m q p z t , m 1.8 .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 1
with the expansions
z t .z t , m . i
`p z t , m p z t .  .0 0 0 i 0 i; m ,
P z t , m P z t .  .iis0 0  0
p z t , m . p z t .1 1 1 i 1
2 ’ .  .where t [ t y j rm j s 0, 1 and t [ trm , m [ « . We callj
 .  .p z t , m and P z t , m the first and the second boundary layer of the0 0
multi-layer solution at t s 0. The main result is summarized and proved in
Section 3. A nontrivial example illustrating the constructive methods in
Section 2 is arranged in Section 4.
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FORMAL MULTI-LAYER
ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION
In this section, we will construct the formal asymptotic multi-layer
 .solution 1.8 in three steps. The initial values for outer solutions and each
boundary layer function are determined in Subsection 2.3.
 .  .2.1. The Outer Solution. The outer solutions z t i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , Ni
 .are determined by requiring that the outer solution z t, m satisfy the
 .differential system 1.1 asymptotically, i.e.,
2d z t , m dz t , m .  .
2« s F z t , m , t q g z t , m , t . .  . .  .2 dtdt
Expanding about m s 0 and equating the like powers of the terms on both
 .sides of the above system, first z t satisfies the reduced system0
dz0
F z t , t q g z t , t s 0. 2.1 .  .  . .  .0 0dt
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w x  .By H1 , the reduced system 2.1 is a differential algebraic system. Rewrit-
ing it into subblock form, we have
dx dy0 0 1F z t , t q F z t , t H z t , t q g z t , t s 0 .  .  .  . .  .  .  .11 0 11 0 0 0dt dt
2.2 .
1 2K z t , t g z t , t y g z t , t s 0. 2.3 .  .  .  . .  .  .0 0 0
 .To ensure 2.1 is a differential algebraic system of index 1, we make the
following assumption
w xH2 . There exists a continuous solution
y t s f x t , t 2.4 .  .  . .0 0
 .   . . .  . .to 2.3 such that the matrix I q H z t , t ­fr­ x x t , t remains non-0 0
singular and the matrix
y1 1 2 1 2G z , t [ I q KH Kg y g H y Kg y g .  .  .  .x x y y
 . n w xis positi¨ e definite for z, t g R = 0, 1 .
 .  . w xIt follows from 2.2 , 2.4 , and H2 that we have the first order
 .differential system for x t0
­f dx ­f0 1F I q H q g q F H s 0, 2.5 .11 11­ x dt ­ t
  . .  .   . .where F , H, and f are all evaluated at z t , t with y t s f x t , t .11 0 0 0
 .  .If we have the initial value for x t , then x t can be uniquely deter-0 0
w x  .mined on 0, 1 . We will first determine x 1 in Subsection 2.3.0
 .Remark 1. If the matrix I q H ­fr­ x still remains singular, accord-
w x  .  .ing to 7 , the system 2.5 for x t will still be a differential algebraic0
 .system. Then the reduced system for 2.1 will be a higher index differen-
tial algebraic system with index at least 2. Linear examples motivated that
 .we could guess that if the reduced system 2.1 is a differential algebraic
system with index n , then at the endpoint t s 0 or t s 1 there will be a
multi-layer solution which consists of n q 1 boundary layers with the
stretched variables being
t y j t y j t y j t y j
, , . . . , ,1rnq1. 1r2 1r2 «« « «
for j s 0, 1, respectively. But the construction of the formal asymptotic
multi-layer solutions will certainly become more involved. In this paper we
only consider the case n s 1.
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 .Remark 2. It is necessary to keep G z, t a positive definite matrix for
the existence of the multi-layer solutions. For a counter example, note the
decoupled Dirichlet problem
d2 dy1 0x x 0
« s q2 y y y /  /  / /0 0 dtdt
bx 0 x 1 .  .a 11s , s .a /  / /  / by 0 y 1 .  .2 2
 .Here G z, t s y1 is not positive definite. Note that the exact solutions
y1y1r« ytr«x t , « s a y b 1 y e e .  .  .1 1
y1y1r« y1r«q b y a e 1 y e . .1 1
t 1 t 1
y t , « s a cos q b y a cos sin rsin . 2 2 2 /  /  /  / /’ ’ ’ ’« « « «
 .don't exhibit multi-layer phenomena and the component y t, m will oscil-
late for « sufficiently small.
For higher order outer solutions, if we denote the matrix
  . .  .  .F z, t dzrdt q g z, t by A z, t and rewrite it in the subblock formz z
A A11 12  .  .for A an n = n matrix, then z t i s 1, 2, . . . , N will11 y y i /A A21 22
satisfy the linear differential algebraic systems
2y t s D t x t q r t 2.6 .  .  .  .  .i i iy1
dxi 1s E t x q r t , 2.7 .  .  .i iy1dt
where
y1D t [ KA y A A y KA .  .  .12 22 21 11
y1 w xE t [ y I q HD H dDrdt q A q A D .  . 11 12
 .x t0and A, B, and D are all evaluated at , t . / / .f x t , t .0
1r t .iy1r t [ .iy1 2 /r t .iy1
is known successively in terms of the preceding outer solutions.
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 .Let F t be the fundamental solution matrix for the linear system
dF
s E t F .
dt
 .  .satisfying F 0 s I . Then by 2.7ny
t y1 y1x t s F t x 0 q F s r s ds . 2.8 .  .  .  .  .  .Hi i iy1
0
 .  .The initial values x 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , N will be determined in Sub-i
section 2.3.
2.2. The First Left and Right Boundary Layer Functions. The first left
 .  .and right boundary correction functions p z t , m and p z t , m are0 0 1 1
 .  .determined by requiring that p z t , m asymptotically satisfy 1.1 forj j
j s 0, 1, respectively, i.e.,
d2 t y j
2m p z , mj2  /mdt
t y j d t y j
s F z t , m q p z , t , t p z , m . j j /  / /m dt m
t y j
q F z t , m q p z , m , t y F z t , m , t .  . .j  / /m
d
= z t , m .
dt
t y j
q g z t , m q p z , m , t y g z t , m , t . 2.9 .  .  . . jj  / /m
 .By changing the variable t s t y j rm and expanding about m s 0j
 .  .from 2.9 , first we find that the leading term p z t satisfiesj j 0 j
dp zj 0
F z j q p z t , j s 0 .  . .0 j 0 j dt j
w x  .or by H1 , p z t satisfiesj 0 j
dp x dp yj 0 j 0q H z j q p z t , j s 0. 2.10 .  .  . . j0 j 0 jdt dtj j
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uj .  .  .  .Let w t [ z 0 q p z t [ . Then by 2.10 we get the auxil-j j 0 j 0 j j¨ /j
iary system
du d¨j jq H w , j s 0. 2.11 . . jjdt dtj j
So we assume that
w x  .H3 . We can represent the solution of 2.11 in the formj
u s S ¨ q c . 2.12 . .  . jj j j j
 .We call 2.12 the left and right equilibrium manifold for j s 0 andj
j s 1, respectively. For the n -dimensional constant vector c , it can bey j
j .  .  .determined by letting t ª y1 ` in 2.12 . Then we have c s x j yj j j 0
  ..S y j . Also we havej 0
­ uj s yH z j q p z , j . 2.13 .  . . j .0 j 0 2.12 j­ ¨ j
 .  .Remark 3. If there is a vector potential f z, t such that F z, t s
 .  . 1= f z, t , then by 2.10 and noting that ­ f r­ x s F which is nonsingu-z j 11
1 1  .  . .   . .lar, we have f z j q p z t , j y f z j , j s 0 by which an equilib-0 j 0 j 0
rium manifold can be indeed determined for j s 0 and j s 1, respectively.
0  .For the coefficient of m on both sides of 2.9 we havej
d2p z dp zj 0 j 1s F z j q p z t , j .  . .0 j 0 j2 dtdt jj
dp zj 0q F z j q p z t , j .  . .0 j 0 j z /dt j
dz j .0
= t q z j q p z t .  .j j 1 j /dt
dz j .0q F z j q p z t , j y F z j , j .  .  . . .0 j 0 j 0 dt
q g z j q p z t , j y g z j , j . 2.14 .  .  .  . . . j0 j 0 j 0
 .A calculation from 2.14 yieldsj
d2p x d2p yj 0 j 0yK z j q p z t , j q s h p y , 2.15 .  .  .  . . j0 j 0 j p j 02 2 jdt dtj j
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where
2 1h p y [ p g y K z j q p z t , j p g .  .  . .  .p j 0 j 0 j 0 j j 2.12j j
p g1j
p g [ [ g z j q p z t , j y g z j , j .  .  . . .j 0 j 0 j 02 /p gj
 .  .and h p y j s 0, 1 satisfiesp j 0j
h 0 s 0. 2.16 .  . jp j
 .  .  .Then by 2.12 and 2.15 we have that p y t satisfies the nonlinearj j j 0 j
second order differential system
d2p y dp yj 0 j 0Ãs G z j , j p y q h p y , , 2.17 .  . . j0 j 0 p j 02 j  /dtdt jj
where
dp yj 0 y1Ãh p y , [ I q KH .p j 0j  /dt j
dH dp yj 0
= h p y y K y G z j , j p y .  . .p j 0 0 j 0j dt dtj j
  .  . .and H, K are all evaluated at z j q p z t , j for j s 0, 1. Note also0 j 0 j
that there exists a constant C which is independent of m such that
Ã  .h u, ¨ satisfiesp j
2 2Ã 5 5 5 5h u , ¨ F C u q ¨ .  .p j
5 5 5 5for u and ¨ sufficiently small.
  . . wSince the matrix G z j , j is positive definite, then according to 8,0
x w x  .Chap. 13 and 15, Lemma 2 if the initial value p y 0 is sufficiently small,j 0
 .  .  . jthen 2.17 will have a decaying solution p y t as t ª y1 ` for mj j 0 j j
sufficiently small. Also we have the estimation
jq1
p y t F C exp y1 k t , 2.18 .  .  . j /j 0 j 1 j
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where k is any nonzero constant satisfying1
G’0 - k F min l t .1 l
w xtg 0, 1 , 1FlFn0
G .  .and the l t 's l s 1, 2, . . . , n are n positive eigenvalues of the n = nl 0 0 0 0
  . .matrix G z t , t .0
 .  .  .  .Once p z t , p z t , . . . , p z t i G 1 are deter-j 0 j j 1 j j iy 1 j
 .mined, to determine the higher order p z t 's, first by the coefficients ofj i j
i  .m on both sides of 2.9 , we havej
d d
p pj jF t p z q F t z j s p r t . 2.19 .  .  .  .  . jj j i j i j iy1 jdt dtj j
Also by the coefficients of miq1, we have
dp z dp z dp zj iq1 j 0 j 0p p pj j jF t q F t q F t z j .  .  .  .j j j iq1 /  /dt dt dtj j jz z
jp pj jq g t y g y1 ` z j .  .  . .z j i
d2p zj i p js q g t p z q p r t , 2.20 .  .  . jz j j i j i j2dt j
where
p jF t [ F z j q p z t , j .  .  . .j 0 j 0 j
p jg t [ g z j q p z t , j .  .  . .j 0 j 0 j
 .  .and p r t is determined successively by the preceding terms of p z tj i j j l j
 .and x t for l F i y 1.l
 .  . w x  .It follows from 2.19 , 2.20 , and H1 that p z t satisfies the linearj j j i j
differential algebraic systems
p p 1j jÃp x q H t p y s H t x j q p r t .  .  .  .Ãj i j j i j i j iy1 j
d2p x d2p yj i j ip p p pj j j jy K t q s yK t g t q g t p x .  .  .  . .j j j j j i2 2 11 12dt dtj j
q yKp j t gp j t q gp j t p y .  .  . .j j j j i21 22
p 2jÃq K t x j q p r t , 2.21 .  .  .  .Ã jj i j iy1 j
where
p r1 t .Ã j iy1 j
p r t [ .Ã j iy1 j 2 /p r t .Ã j iy1 j
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 .  .is the function of the preceding terms of z j and p z t for l F i y 1,l j l j
and
Äp j Äp jF t F t .  .j j11 12jp p pj j jÄF t [ F t y F y1 ` [ .  .  . .j j p pj jÄ Ä 0F t F t .  .j j21 22
gp j t gp j t .  .Ä Äj j11 12jp p pj j jg t [ g t y g y1 ` [ .  .  .Ä  .z j z j z p pj jg t g t / .  .Ä Äj j21 22
y1p pj jÃ Ä ÄH t [ yF t F t q F t D j .  .  .  .  .j j 11 j 12 j11
p p p p p pj j j j j jÃK t [ yK t g t q g t D j q g t q g t D j . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Äj j j j j j11 12 21 22
 .So by 2.21 , we havej
d2p y dp yj i j ip p pj j js G t q K t p y q K t .  .  .j 1 j j i 2 j2 dtdt jj
p jq K t x j q p r t , 2.22 .  .  .  .Ã j0 j i j iy1 j
where
p jG t [ G z j q p z t , j .  .  . .j 0 j 0 j
d2y1p p p p pj j j j jw xK t [ y I q K H K H .1 j 2dt j
dy1p p p p pj j j j jw xK t [ y I q K H K H .2 j dt j
2dy1 p pp p p p p p p pj jj j j j j j j jÃ Ãw xK t [ I q K H K y K g y g H y K H . Ä Ä .0 j 211 12 dt j
w x  .and by 3 there is positive constant k -k such that if m is sufficiently2 1
p j  .small, then for K l s 0, 1, 2, j s 0, 1 there holdsl
jq1p jK F C exp y1 k t . 2.23 .  . j /l 2 j
 .  .To determine p y t by 2.22 , we consider the following first orderj i j j
linear system
dw 0 I 0 0
s q w. 2.24 .p p p jj j jG t 0 K t K t .  .  . /  /j 1 j 2 jdt j
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I 0n0w x  . w xBy H2 and 2.23 , according to the Lemma 6.1 in 12 , for p sj  /0 0
p j .  .there exists a fundamental solution matrix J t j s 0, 1 which satisfiesj
the dichotomies
p p0 0J t pJ s F C exp yk t y s , t G s .  .  . .0 0 0
p p0 0J t I y p J s F C exp yk s y t , t F s 2.25 .  .  .  . . .0 2 n 0 00
p p1 1J t I y p J s F C exp yk s y t , t F s .  .  . . .1 2 n 1 10
p p1 1J t pJ s F C exp yk t y s , t G s. 2.26 .  .  .  . .1 1 1
p j . p j .y1Rewrite the matrices J t and J t in subblock formj j
Jp j Jp j
11 12p jJ t [ . p pj j jJ J /21 22
Jp jy1 Jp jy1
11 12y1p jJ t [ . .j p y1 p y1j j /J J
21 22
 .Then a straightforward calculation from 2.24 shows that there exists aj
unique decaying solution which can be written as
p y t s Jp 0 t z p 0 q p r 2 t .  .  .Ä0 i 0 11 0 i 0 iy1 0
t0 p p y1 p0 0 0q J t J s K s ds x 0 .  .  .  .H 11 0 12 0 i
0
`
p p y1 p0 0 0y J t J s K s ds x 0 2.27 .  .  .  .  .H 12 0 22 0 i
t0
2  . p 0and p r t is exponentially decaying as t ª `. z is an arbitraryÄ 0 iy1 0 0 i
 .n -vector to be determined in Subsection 2.3. It follows from 2.27 that we0
have
p p 20 0p y 0 s J 0 z q D x 0 q p r 0 , 2.28 .  .  .  .  .0 i 11 i 0 i 0 iy1
0 p 0 . p 0y1  . p 0 .where D [ H J 0 J s K s ds.0 ` 12 22 0
 .  .Similar to that of p y t , for p y t , we have0 i 0 1 i 1
p y t s Jp1 t z p 1 q p r 2 t .  .  .Ä1 i 1 1 i 1 iy1 122
r1 p p y1 p1 1 1q J t J s K s ds x 1 .  .  .  .H 1 0 i12 22
0
`
p p y1 p1 1 1y J t J s K s ds x 1 2.29 .  .  .  .  .H 1 0 i11 12
r1
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 .and by 2.8 we have
p p 21 1p y 0 s J 0 z q D F 1 x 0 q p r 0 , 2.30 .  .  .  .  .  .1 i i 1 i 1 iy122
0 p 1 . p 1y1  . p 1 .  .  .where D [ H J 0 J s K s ds. By 2.25 and 2.26 , for l s1 ` 11 12 0
1, 2, . . . , N, we have the estimation
j
p y t F C exp y y1 k t . 2.31 .  .  . j /j l j 2 j
for j s 0, 1, respectively.
2.3. The Second Left Boundary Layer Function and the Initial Value
 .Conditions. The second left boundary layer function P z t , m satisfies
 .1.1 asymptotically, i.e.,
d2 P z t dP z
2m s F z t , m q p z , m q P z , m , t . 02  / / /m dtdt
t
q F z t , m q p z , m q P z , t . 0  / /m
t
yF z t , m q p z , m , t . 0  / /m
t




q g z t , m q p z , m q P z , t . 0  / /m
t
yg z t , m q p z , m , t . 2.32 .  .0  / /m
 .By changing variables in 2.32 , expanding about m s 0, and equating, first
 .we have that P z t satisfies the nonlinear system0
d2 P z dP z0 0s F z 0 q p z 0 q p z t , 0 . 2.33 .  .  .  . .0 0 0 02 dtdt
 .By 1.2 we have the boundary conditions
z 0 q p z 0 q P z 0 s a 2.34 .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
z 1 q p z 0 s b . 2.35 .  .  .0 1 0
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 .  .  .  .Since the unknown functions z t , p z t , P z t , and p z t and0 0 0 0 0 1 1
 .  .  .the initial boundary conditions are mixed in 2.33 , 2.34 , and 2.35 , we
are going to solve this problem by seeking the dynamical manifold for
 .system 2.33 .
 .u t .  .  .  .Let w t s z 0 q p z 0 q P z t [ . Then we get the auxil-0 0 0 0  / .¨ t
iary systems
2d u du d¨
s F w , 0 q H w , 0 2.36 .  .  .112 dt dtdt
d2 u d2 ¨
K w , 0 y s 0 2.37 .  .2 2dt dt
subject to the initial value condition
w 0 s a . 3.38 .  .
So we make the following assumption
w x  .  .H4 . There exists a decaying solution w t to the auxiliary problem 2.36 ,
 .  .  .2,37 , 2.38 and w t can be represented in the form
¨ s l u . 2.39 .  .
 .  . 5 5We call 2.39 the dynamical manifold for 2.33 . Note that for w and
5 5dwrdt sufficiently small, we have
2d¨ du du
s K w , 0 q o . . . .¨sl u  /dt dt dt
 .  .  .Now we are going to seek the initial values for z t , p z t , P z t ,0 0 0 0 0
 .and p z t by using the results obtained in the preceding sections and1 1
w x w xassumptions H3 and H4 .
 .  .  .It follows from 2.5 , 2.12 , and 2.35 that we have the following1
 .algebraic equation for x 10
1 2x 1 y S f x 1 , 1 s b y S b . 2.40 .  .  . .  . .0 1 0 1
So we assume that
w x  .H5 . There exists a unique solution to 2.40 such that the matrix I q
  .  . .  .H z 1 q p z 0 , 1 D 1 is nonsingular.0 1
1 .  .   . .Then by 2.35 we have the initial value p y 0 s b y f x 1 , 1 .1 0 0
 .  .  .  .Hence x t and p y t thereby z t and p z t can be uniquely0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
determined.
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 .  .  .Now let t ª ` in 2.39 and by 2.34 and 2.12 we have the algebraic0
 .equation for p y 01 0
y 0 q p y 0 s l S y 0 q p y 0 . 2.41 .  .  .  .  . . .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
w x  .  .H6 . The algebraic system 2.41 has a unique solution for p y 0 .0 0
 .By now, we obtained the first order asymptotic solutions z t ,0
 .  .  .p z t , P z t , and p z t .0 0 1 0 1 0 1
w x w xRemark 4. Instead of making so many technical assumptions H3 , H4 ,
w x w xH5 , and H6 for the first order asymptotic solutions, we can also assume
 .  .  .directly that the mixed initial-boundary value problems 2.3 , 2.4 , 2.11 ,j
 .  .  .  .  . w x2.17 , 2.33 , 2.34 , 2.35 have a solution z t on 0, 1 and havej 0
 .  .  .decaying solutions p z t , P z t , and p z t , respectively.0 0 0 0 1 0 1
 .  .The higher order P z t i s 1, 2, . . . , N will satisfy the linear systemi
d2 P z d di s F t P z q F t p z 0 q P r t , 2.42 .  .  .  .  .i 0 i iy12 dt dtdt
 . where P r t is determined by the preceding terms of p z , P z l Fiy1 0 l l
.  .  .  .i y 1 and z 0 l F i , because we can determine z 0 beforehand.l i
 .   .  .  . .  .Denote F t [ F z 0 q p z 0 q P z t , 0 . Then by 2.42 we have0 0 0 0
tdP zi s F t P z q F t y F ` p z 0 q P r s ds. 2.43 .  .  .  .  .  .Hi 0 i jy1dt `
 .For the boundary conditions, again by 1.2 we have
z 0 q p z 0 q P z 0 s 0 2.44 .  .  .  .i 0 i i
z 1 q p z 0 s 0. 2.45 .  .  .i 1 i
By the results obtained in the preceding sections, first it follows from
 .2.45 that we have
p p p p1 1 1 1I y H 0 D F 1 x 0 y H 0 J 0 z .  .  .  .  .1 i 22 i
1
p y11s H 0 p r 0 y F 1 F s r s ds .  .  .  .  .H1 iy1 iy1
0
p p1 1D 1 q D F 1 x 0 q J 0 z .  .  .  .1 i 22 i
1 y1 2 2s yD 1 F 1 F s r s ds y r 1 y p r 0 . 2.46 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H iy1 iy1 1 iy1
0
p p1 1w x  .  .  .According to H5 and by 2.46 we can solve for x 0 and J 0 zi i i
 .  .uniquely, hence we get the initial values for x t and p y t .i 1 1
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 .Then 2.44 becomes
p z 0 q P z 0 s yz 0 . 2.47 .  .  .  .0 i i i
 .  .To determine P z t and p z 0 , we consider the initial value problemi 0 i
 .  .2.43 and 2.47 . First we are going to construct the fundamental solution
 .  .matrix C t to the linear homogeneous portion of system 2.43
dC
s F t C 2.48 .  .
dt
w xby employing the Riccati transformation 6
U t 0 .
C t s R t , 2.49 .  .  . /0 V t .
where
I yS I q ST Sy1R [ R [ /  /yT I q TS T I
 .to transform 2.48 into the decoupled system
d D 011U Us , 2.50 . /  / /V 0 D Vdt 22
 .  .where D [ F I y HT , D [ K q T F H, and F , H, T , S are all11 11 22 11 11
  .  .  . .evaluated at z 0 q p z 0 q P z t , 0 , provided that T and S satisfy0 0 0 0
dT
s K q T F HT y T q K F 2.51 .  .  .11 11dt
dS
s F I y HT S y S K q T F H y F H . 2.52 .  .  .11 11 11dt
 .  .PROPOSITION. There exists a bounded solution T t to 2.51 such that
T t s yK t q I t 2.53 .  .  .  .
 .and I t satisfies
yk tI t F Ce , t G 0 2.54 .  .
Proof. Let
I t [ T t q K t . 2.55 .  .  .  .
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 .Then 2.51 is equivalent to the differential system
d I dK
s yI F I q HK q I F H I q . 2.56 .  .11 11dt dt
w x  .By Lemma 6.2 in 12 , there exists a fundamental solution matrix Q t to
the linear system
dQ
s F I q HK Q .11dt
 .because of the stability of the matrix F I q HK . Thus we have11
y1 yk tys.3Q t Q s F Ce , t G s. 2.57 .  .  .
 .Imposing the initial value condition I 0 s 0, we have
t dK
y1I t s y I F H I q Q s Q t ds. 2.58 .  .  .  .H 11 ds0
 .  .  . It follows from 2.57 , 2.58 that 2.58 defines a map on B [ I N I g1
w 2 x 5 5 yk t 4  .C 0, 1rm , I F Ce and I t is a contraction map on B . There-1
fore by the Banach]Picard fixed point theorem, there exists a unique
 .  .  .solution I t which satisfies 2.54 . By 2.55 the proposition holds.
 .  .Substituting 2.53 into 2.52 we have a linear system for S
dS
s F I q HK S y S I F H y F H IS y F H . 2.59 .  .11 11 11 11dt
Also by the exponential dichotomies, we can prove that there exists a
 .  . w .bounded solution S t to 2.59 for t g 0, ` .
 .By the results on T , S, 2.50 can be written as
dU
s F I q HK y F H I U 2.60 .  .11 11dt
dV
s I F HV . 2.61 .11dt
 . 5 5 yk t w xSince F I q HK is stable and F H I F Ce , then according to 3 ,11 11
 .  .there exists a fundamental solution matrix U t to 2.60 such that
y1 yktU t U s F Ce , t G s .  .
 .  .and also there exists a fundamental solution matrix V t to 2.61 such
that
lim V t s I . . n0tª`
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 .  .Now we turn back to 2.43 ] 2.47 . A straightforward calculation shows
that
Ä 1P x t s U t h q P t .  .  .i i iy1
t
y1 p p0 0q V t V s R s y R s H 0 z ds .  .  .  .  .H 22 11 i
0
t
y1 p p0 0yS t V t V s R s y R s H 0 z ds .  .  .  .  .  .H 22 21 i
`
Ä 2P y t s yT t U t h q P r t .  .  .  .i i iy1 2.62 .
t
y1 p p0 0y T t U t U s R s y R s H 0 z ds .  .  .  .  .  .H 12 11 i
0
t
y1q I q T t S t V t V s .  .  .  . . H`
p p0 0= R s y R s H 0 z ds, .  .  .22 21 i
 .  .R t R t11 12y1 .  .  ..where R t F t y F ` [ and / .  .R t R t21 22
P r1 t .iy1
2 /P r t .iy1
is determined successively by the preceding terms.
0 y1 p 0 .  .w  .  .  .x  .Denote H V 0 V s R s y R s H 0 ds by D. Then for P z 0 ,` 22 21 j
 .by 2.62 , we have
p 10P x 0 s h y S 0 Dz q P r 0 .  .  .j j i jy1
2.63 .
p 20P y 0 s yT 0 h q I q T 0 S 0 Dz q P r 0 . .  .  .  .  . .j j i jy1
 .  .  .Substituting 2.63 and 2.21 into 2.47 , we get the algebraic system0
p 10 Äy H 0 q S 0 D z q h s P r 0 .  .  .i i iy1
2.64 .
p 20 ÄI q I q T 0 S 0 D z y T 0 h s P r 0 . .  .  .  . . i i iy1
So we make the following assumption
w x  .  .H7 . The matrix I y T 0 H a , 0 q D is nonsingular.
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 .By this assumption, the algebraic equations 2.64 can be uniquely
p 0  .  .  .solved for z and h , therefore, p z t and P z t i s 1, 2, . . . , N cani i 0 i 0 i
be uniquely determined.
 .Remark 5. If F z, t is independent of z, then D s 0. For this case,
 .w  .y1 xT s K and D s 0. Note that I q KH I y K I q HK H s I , son =n0 0
w xI y TH s I q KH is nonsingular and hence H7 is naturally satisfied.
3. THE MAIN RESULT
Defining
N
iZ t , m [ z t q p z t q P z t q p z t m 3.1 .  .  .  .  .  .N i 0 i 0 i 1 i 1
is0
then we have the main result of this paper:
 .  .  .  .THEOREM. For the Dirichlet problem 1.1 ] 1.2 , if F z, t and g z, t
Nq1 w x w xare of class C and all the assumptions H1 ] H 7 are satisfied, then there
 .  .  .exist constants « and C such that 1.1 ] 1.2 has an exact solution z t, m0 N
w xon 0, 1 which satisfies
Nq1z t , m y Z t , m F C m .  .N N
3.2 .dz d
Ny1t , m y Z t , m F C m .  .N Ndt dt
 .uniformly on 0 F t F 1, 0 - « F « . Moreo¨er, z t, m is uniquely subject0
 .to 1.2 .
w xProof. The proof is analogous to the one given in 16 . For the sake of
completeness, we only give the outline of the proof for the case where
H s 0 and K s 0.n =n n =ny 0 0 y







2 2m s m A t , m u q B t , m ¨ q h u , ¨ , t , m q r t , m .  .  .  .
dt
subject to the boundary value conditions




B t , m s F Z t , m , t .  . .N
d
A t , m s F Z t , m , t Z t , m q g Z t , m , t .  .  .  . .  .N N z Ndt z
d2 d
2r t , m s ym Z t , m q F Z t , m , t Z t , m .  .  .  . .N N N2 dtdt
q g Z t , m , t . .N
h u , ¨ , t , m s F u q Z t , m , t y F Z t , m , t ¨ .  .  . .  .N N
d
q F u q Z t , m , t Z t , m .  . .N N dt
d
yF Z t , m , t Z t , m .  . .N N /dt
d
y F Z t , m , t Z t , m u .  . .N N /dt z
q g u q Z t , m , t y g Z t , m , t .  . .  .N N
yg Z t , m , t u . .z N
 .and r t, m satisfies
r t , m s O mNq1 . .  .
h satisfies the inequality
2 2y2 25 5 5 5h u , ¨ , t , m F C m u q m ¨ 3.5 .  . .
uniformly for m ª 0q and ¨ g R n and u in a fixed compact subset in R n.
 .2 Denote the fundamental solution matrix for the initial value
problem
dx
2m s B t , m x , x s, s, m s I .  .11 nydt
 . w xby x t, s, m . Then according to 3 , there exists a constant C which is
independent of m such that
s t y s .0
x t , s, m F C exp y , 0 F s F t F 1 . 2 /m
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and denote the fundamental solution matrix for the system
du22m s ¨ 2dt
d¨ 22m s A u22 2dt
I 0n0 .by j t, m . Then for p s , q s I y p we have2 n / 00 0
k t y s .3y1j t , m pj s, m F C exp y , 0 F s F t F 1 .  . 2 /m
k s y t .3y1j t , m qj s, m F C exp y , 0 F t F s F 1. .  . 2 /m
Rewrite the matrices into the subblock form
j t , s, m j t , s, m j t , s, u .  .  .11 12 w ly1j t , m pj s, m [ [ .  .  /  /j t , s, m j t , s, m j t , s, m .  .  .21 22 ml
j t , s, m j t , s, u j t , s, m .  .  .11 12 w ly1j t , m qj s, m s [ , .  .  /  /j t , s, m j t , s, m j t , s, m .  .  .21 22 ml
 .   . .where in the special case A t, m s g Z t, m , t has the n positive22 22 2 N 0
  . .  .eigenvalues of G Z t, m , m , j t, s, m is an n = 2n matrix, etc.2 N w l 0 0
 .  .Then a series of calculations from 3.3 and 3.4 show that
u t , m s x t , 0, m c q h u , t , m .  .  .1 1 1
t t
q V t , s, m u s ds q V t , s, m u s ds 3.6 .  .  .  .  .H H1 1 2 2
0 0
u t , m s j t , 0, m c q j t , 0, m c q h u , t , m .  .  .  .2 w l l m r r 2
1





x t , 0, m [ x s, m , m ds .  .H2m 0
1 t
V t , s, m [ x t , n , m A s dn i s 1, 2 .  .  .  .Hi 1 i2m s
j t , s, m A s, m , 0 F s F t F 1 .  .12 21
j t , s, m s .L R  j t , s, m A s, m , 0 F t F s F 1 .  .12 21
n1 t1h u , t , m [ u m q x n , s, m .  .  .H H1 0 2m 0 0
1 1= h u s , ¨ s , s, m q r s, m ds dn .  .  . .
1 t 2 2h u , t , m [ j t , s, m h u s , ¨ s , s, m q r s, m ds .  .  .  .  . .H2 122m 0
1 1 2 2y j t , s, m h u s , ¨ s , s, m q r s, m ds. .  .  .  . .H 122m t
 .  . w xAlso j t, s, m is bounded and piecewisely continous on t, s g 0, 1 =L R
w x  .  .0, 1 . For i s 1, 2, V t, s, m is bounded and h u, t, m satisfies the follow-i i
ing properties
Nq1w x  .  .a1 h 0, t, m s O m ;i
w x  .  .b1 There exists d s d m and m s m m such that when0 0 0 0
5 5 5 5 w xu , u F d and m g 0, m there holds0 0
2 5 5 5 5 5 5 4h u , t , m y h u , t , m F Cm max u , u u y ¨ . .  .i i
 .  .  .It follows from 3.6 , 3.7 , and 3.4 that we have the following equations
for c , c , c ,1 l r
x 1, 0, m c s u1 m y h u , 1, m .  .  .Ä 1 1 1 r
2j 0, 0, m c q j 0, 0, m c s u m y h u , 0, m .  .  .  .w l l w l r 0 2 l 3.8 .




h u , 1, m [ V 1, s, m u ds q h u , 1, m .  .  . H1 r i i 1
0is1
h u , 0, m [ h u , u , 0, m .  .2 l 2 1 2
1
h u , 0, m [ j 1, s, m u q j 1, s, m u ds q h u , 1, m . .  .  .  .H2 r w l 1 w l 2 2
0
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w x w x  .According to H2 and H7 , for m sufficiently small, it follows from 3.8
 .  .  .that we can solve for c [ c u, m , pc [ pc u, m , and qc [ qc u, m1 1 l l r r
w x w xuniquely, also they satisfy the properties similar to a1 and b1 .
 .  .  .Let U* t, s, m denote the resolvent kernel for V t, s, m in 3.6 . Note1
 .  .that U* t, s, m is uniformly bounded for 0 F s F t F 1, so by 3.6 we have
t
u t , m s U t , s, m u s, m ds q h u , t , m , 3.9 .  .  .  .  .H1 1 2 21
0
where
t UU t , s, m [ V t , s, m q U t , s, m V s, n , m dn .  .  .  .H1 2 1 2
s
h u , t , m [ x t , 0, m c q h u , t , m .  .  .21 1 1
t Uq U t , s, m x s, 0, m c q h u s, m , s, m ds .  .  . .H 1 1 1
0
 .  .and U t, s, m is uniformly bounded. Also h u, t, m satisfies the proper-1 22
w x w xties a1 and b1 .
 .  .It follows from 3.7 and 3.9 that we have
1




V t , n , m [ j t , s, m U s, n , m ds .  .  .H L R 1
n
1
h u , t , m [ j t , s, m h u s, m , s, m ds .  .  . .H22 L R 21
0
q j t , 0, m c q j t , 0, m c q h u , t , m .  .  .w l l m r r 2
 .and V t, n , m satisfies the estimation
V t , n , m F Cm , 0 F n F t F 1. 3.11 .  .
 . w x w xAlso h u, t, m satisfies the properties a1 and b1 .22
 .  .  .Denote R t, n , m as the resolvent kernel for V t, n , m in 3.10 . Note
 .  .that R t, s, m is bounded, then by 3.10 we have
u t , m s L u , t , m , 3.12 .  .  .2 2
where
t
L u , t , m [ h u , t , m q R t , s, m h u s, m , s, m ds .  .  .  . .H2 22 22
0
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 .and L u, t, m satisfies the following properties2
w x  .  Nq1.a2 L 0, t, m s O m ;2
w x  .  .b2 There exists d s d m and m s m m such that when0 0 0 0
5 5 5 5 w xu , u F d and m g 0, m there holds0 0
C
5 5 5 5 5 5 4L u , t , m y L u , t , m F max u , u u y u . .  .2 2 2m
 .  .It follows from 3.9 and 3.12 that we have
u t , m s L u , t , m , 3.13 .  .  .1 1
where
t
L u , t , m [ h u , t , m q U t , s, m L u s, m , s, m ds. .  .  .  . .H1 21 1 2
0
 . w x w xAlso L u, t, m satisfies a2 and b2 , too.1
 .3 Consider the map defined by
L u , t , m .1Lu s 3.14 . /L u , t , m .2
on the compact set
n 5 5 Nq1w x w xB [ u , t , m g R = 0, 1 = 0, m : u F Cm . . 40
w x w x  .Then by a2 and b2 , 3.14 is a contraction map on B. We apply the
Banach]Picard fixed point theorem to conclude that there exists only one
fixed point for the map L, hence there exists a unique solution to problem
 .  .  .1.1 ] 1.2 satisfies 3.2 .
Remark 6. Instead of proving the theorem in the above way, for the
general case K / 0 and H / 0 , by employing the Riccati trans-n =n n =n0 y y 0
formation twice and also by applying the Banach]Picard fixed point
theorem, the above main theorem can also be proved.
 .  .Remark 7. If n s 0, i.e., F z, t is stable, then p z t , m s 0 and0 0 0
 .p z t , m s 0. For this case there will be only single-layer solutions. We1 1
w xobtained the same result as in 11 .
 .  .  .Remark 8. If n s 0, i.e., F z, t is a zero matrix, then 1.1 ] 1.2 willy
 .be a semilinear Dirichlet problem. If the matrix ­ g z, t r­ z is positive
w x  .definite H2 then P z t , m s 0 and there will be no multi-layer solutions.
w xWe obtained the same result as in 3, 5 for the vector semilinear singularly
perturbed second order Dirichlet problem.
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4. A NONTRIVIAL EXAMPLE
To illustrate the method given in this paper, we study a nonlinear
example.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the second order quasilinear singular singularly
perturbed 2-dimensional vector Dirichlet problem
d2 x dx dy
yx« s ye y q x2 dt dtdt
4.1 .
d2 y dx dy
yx« s y2 e y 2 q y2 dt dtdt
x 0 a 1 x 1 b 1 .  .
s , s 4.2 .2 2 /  /  /  /y 0 a y 1 b .  .
for scalars x and y.
yeyx y1 x yx .Here F z, t s , g s . We have F s ye , K s 2,yx 11y / /y2 e y2
x  .  yx .and H s e . F z, t has two eigenvalues, l s y 2 q e - 0, l s 0.1 2
By the methods given in Section 2, we are going to construct the
``multi-layer'' solution of the form
Z t , m s z t q p z t q P z t q p z t . .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
 .First of all, the outer solution z t satisfies the following differential0
algebraic system
y s 2 x 4.3 .0 0
yx 02 q e dx rdt s x . 4.4 .  .0 0
 .The first left boundary layer of the multi-layer solution p z t satisfies0 0 0
yx 0. yp x0 0 0w xp y s e e y 1 4.5 ] 2.11 .  . 00 0
d2p x dp x0 0 0 0Ãs p x q h p x , , 4.6 .0 0 0 0 02  /dtdt 00
where
y1yx 0.yu yx 0. yu yx 0.yu 20 0 0Ãh u , ¨ [ 2 q e 2u q e 1 y e y e ¨ y u .  .  .0
Ã Ã .  .and h u, ¨ satisfies the inequality for h u, ¨ in Subsection 2.2.0 p 0
 .Equation 4.5 is the left equilibrium manifold.
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 .The right layer p z t satisfies1 0 1
yx 1. yp x0 1 0w xp y s e e y 1 4.7 ] 2.11 .  . 11 0
d2p x dp x1 0 1 0Ãs p x q h p x , , 4.8 .1 0 1 1 02  /dtdt 11
where
y1yx 1.yu yx 1. yu yx 1.yu 20 0 0Ãh u , ¨ [ 2 q e 2u q e 1 y e y e ¨ y u .  .  .1
Ã  .  .which satisfies the inequality for h u, ¨ in Subsection 2.2. Equation 4.7p 1
is the right equilibrium manifold.
 .The second left boundary layer P z t satisfies the following second0
order quasilinear system
d2 P x dP x dP y0 0 0y x 0.qp x 0.qP x t ..0 0 0 0s ye y2 dt dtdt
4.9 .
d2 P y dP x dP y0 0 0y x 0.qp x 0.qP x t ..0 0 0 0s y2 e y 22 dt dtdt
subject to the mixed boundary value conditions
z 0 q p z 0 q P z 0 s a 4.10 .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
z 1 q p z 0 s b . 4.11 .  .  .0 1
 .  .The mixed boundary value problem 4.3 ] 4.11 are to be solved by seeking
 .the dynamic manifold for 4.9 .
 .  .  .  .  .  .Let u s x 0 q p x 0 q P x t , ¨ s y 0 q p y 0 q P y t0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
u .  .w s . We get the auxiliary system for w with w 0 s a : /¨
d2 u du d¨
yus ye y 4.12 .2 dt dtdt
d2 u d2 ¨
2 y s 0. 4.13 .2 2dt dt
 .One can see directly that the auxiliary system 4.13 defines a dynamical
 .manifold ¨ s l u
¨ s 2u q a 2 y 2a 1 4.14 ] 2.39 .  .
which passes through the point a in R 2.
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To determine the initial values for the outer solution and each boundary
 .  .  .layers, first we substitute 4.3 and 4.5 into 4.11 . We have
yx 1. yb0 1e y 2 x 1 s e y b 4.15 ] 2.40 .  .  .0 2
 .  .by which x 1 can be uniquely determined. Thereby, we get x t . Again0 0
 .  . w xby 4.11 we obtain p x 0 , then according to 8, Chap. 13 , there exists a1 0
 .unique decaying solution p x t .1 0 1
 .  .  .It follows from 4.14 , 4.7 , and 4.10 that we obtain the algebraic
 .equation for p x 0 ,0 0
yx 0.yp x 0. yx 0.0 0 0 02p x 0 y e s 2a y a y e 4.16 ] 2.41 .  .  .0 0 1 2
 . wby which p x 0 can also be uniquely determined. Also according to 8,0 0
x  .Chap. 13 there exists a decaying solution to 4.6 which satisfies the initial
 .  .value p x 0 . Now we turn back to seek P x t by studying u. It follows0 0 0
 .  .  .from 4.12 and 4.14 that u t satisfies the first order nonlinear system
du
yu yx 0.0s e y 2u y e q 2 x 0 q 2a y a .0 1 2dt 4.17 .
u 0 s a . . 1
w x  .According to 8, Chap. 13 , there exists a unique solution to 4.17 which
 .decays to a as t ª `. Then we get P z t and it decays to zero as1 0
t ª `.
Hence, we get the first order asymptotic solutions. One can see that the
w x  .matrix in H2 G z, t s 1, positive definite, and the other assumptions
stated in Section 2 are satisfied. So according to the theorem in Section 3,
 .  .  .for « sufficiently small, there exists a unique solution z t, m to 4.1 , 4.2
which satisfies
x t , m s x t q p x t q p x t q P x t q O m .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
y t , m s 2 x t q p y t q p y t q P y t q O m . .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
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